Community Foundation
Kellett funded engAGE+ project
Reference number. 000010295
This is the final monitoring report (year2) for Linskill’s engAGE+ project. This concludes feedback on
the spending and achieved outcomes of this grant.
As referenced in the year one report, many expected outcomes of the funding could not be achieved
due to Covid19 and the impact this had on face:face community engagement due to closure of
community venues and with staff having to work from home. This report updates on how engAGE+
continued to support our older community both during lockdowns and in their return to communitybased activities as lockdowns eased.

Achieving grant objectives:
Grant objective 1:
A 27 hrs/per week post will expand engAGE at Linskill and help develop it at Battle Hill over 2 years
from November 2019.
As referenced in Year 1 monitoring report, Covid19 affected all project delivery including how services
could safely resume as lockdown lifted. Linskill Centre is a much larger venue than Battle Hill centre,
with good flexibility for room sizes and able to provide covid-safe environments that promote a
confident return to centre-based activities. As lockdowns eased the Battle Hill site re-opened, BUT was
considered too small for covid-safe use groups sessions to run. However, the Centre was still able to be
used for on-off activities and small workshops, but it was decided that under present circumstances it
was not practical to try to offer regular group activities towards developing engAGE as intended.
Consequently, the engAGE worker was unable to help expand engAGE into Battle Hill. However, the
worker ensured age/interest relevant on-line sessions and social gatherings were included in what
became Linskill & Battle Hill’s covid-response digital programme. Considerable time and energy was
invested in providing one:one support to help many engAGErs get on-line. Helping engAGErs join
social media, become confident in using zoom and able to book onto sessions via Event-brite became a
an essential aspect of engAGE workers role during lockdowns.

Grant objective 2:
EngAGE+ will deliver 6 social sessions in year 1 and 10 in year 2, offering up to 192 positive social
experiences.
• 18 social sessions and 202 opportunities were taken up in Year 1 by 111 participants, surpassing
all expected outcomes to be delivered over the two years. (Refer to Year 1 monitoring returns
on this).
• By the end of Year2 a total of 435 sessions (including weekly, monthly or one-off social events)
were supported, enabling 666 engagement experiences. Some people attended regular weekly
or monthly activities and/or may be involved in several activities per week/month, whilst
others may have taken part in on-off events. Covid19 directly affected the scale of engagement
expected, however unique participation numbers are still factored to have been 160+
Grant objective 3:
Outcome circles will track engagement experiences (reduced loneliness, increased social confidence,
sense of wellbeing), photographs of activities will evidence participation and reported back on
annually.
As referenced in Year 1 Monitoring Report, outcome circles were not used during Covid19 to track
social impact, in not wanting to over burden participants at such a vulnerable time. However, both online and resumed in-house evaluations requested feedback on what people valued and appreciated
from being involved in engAGE. Many photographs were taken throughout the two years capturing
peoples involvement, illustrating the range of activities and experiences they have enjoyed – including
zoomed sessions during lockdown. These have been shared regularly via both Linskill Community
Development team’s twice monthly Grapevine bulletin and social media platforms. Anecdotal
evidence was also collected from participants with examples included further in this report.
Grant Spent
£22,988
Number of people participated
160+ unique participants
Age Range
42 to 91 years
Geographic area
Predominantly North Tyneside. However, due to zoom and on-line options in the programme, wider
geographic engagement was possible.
Any significant organisational changes or changes of key personnel and any adverse material
developments which could have affected work funded by this grant.
There have been no organisational challenges that have affected delivery of the project. However,
Covid19 was the curve ball that affected everything engAGE+ had intended. Never the less, as we
move beyond Covid towards encouraging and supporting a return to face:face provision, the
experience over the past 2 years cannot all be considered negative when reflecting on the new ways of
community engagement this has prompted – specifically with zoom and digital sessions now the new
norm. Whilst the challenges of working through the past years have been draining and devastating for
many of our target community (as well as challenging for staff with homeworking), there have been
many who have risen to the challenge and moved on-line with us. The fact that we now have a digital
community has informed how our over-all Linskill community engagement offer must continue

including on-line sessions alongside actual group meetings. Lessons learned during lockdown in this
regard actually informed a further successful Community Foundation application (which secured
Squires funding) to upgrade Linskill’s IT facilities, thus enabling actual:digital group working.
Challenges
The challenges of the past two years have specifically been down to Covid19. Asking our older
community to stay in-doors when the whole purpose of the grant funding was to encourage socialising
and community engagement was the biggest challenge. EngAGE’s best response then was move
everything on-line. We appreciate the flexibility of the Community Foundation in allowing us to
respond as we saw fit and be allowed to develop ad deliver what was possible during this time.
This same flexibility also enabled engAGE to work with our older members in a supportive way to
encourage their confident return to social gathering again as vaccinations were rolled out and
lockdowns eased.

The following section is a brief over view November 2019 to October 2021
All face:face activities ceased between March to August 2020 due to Covid19, and stopped again in
October 2020 as North Tyneside went into Tier3. Lockdown continued until community centres were
able to welcome people back in again from April 2021. As referenced in Year 1 monitoring report,
many of our older community were either unconfident, covid-isolated, had other health issues or were
covid-anxious about returning to centre-base activities but were happy to continue meeting on-line by
attending regular coffee morning’s, on-line art appreciation talks, craft groups or taking part in zoomed
sewing projects. It wasn’t actually until Augusts 2021 that group sizes had normalised and the
face:face programme was close to running as before. At the stage of preparing this report, engAGE has
resumed its regular programme and our older ”older” (engAGE+) members are starting to come back.
The table on the following page notes total outputs achieve during the two-year funding of engAGE+,
referencing the scale of both actual and digital engagement.

Session type
D=digital. A=Actual
November 2019 to lockdown
Art Appreciation A
Hobby Club A
Events A
Scribblers A
Film Club A
Floristry A
Page Turners A
Woollies A
Tai Chi A
Bluebird Coffee Morning A
Total
Lockdown onwards
Art Appreciation A and D

Session numbers

Engagement
numbers

4
4
3
17
4
1
3
18
36
1
91

35
21
77
8
50
12
5
14
24
5
251

12

131

Scribblers A
Armchair Gardening A
Film Club A
Woollies A
Woollies Online D
Tai Chi A and D
Coffee Morning D
Spring Concert D
takePart craft sessions D
Kim Suleman sewing sessions D
Woollies 2 A
Slow sewing D
Forever dance D
Hobby Club A
Total
Other engagements
Woollies charity knits
Yarn Bombing
Wall Hanging
Hearts
Mask/ear savers
Nursery items
Beginners Crochet
Total

25
9
10
41
70
62
60
1
2
2
12
27
4
5
342

7
29
37
15
6
90
10
4
6
13
13
12
8
21
402

2

13
435

666

Partnership working
The following references community partners and creative businesses with whom engAGE has worked
to ensure the programme has offered wide and varied experiences. Our partners have also
contributed to signposting new engAGErs into the programme as well as promoting other
opportunities beyond engAGE.
Linskill Tenants
•
•
•

Kim Suleman at Six Penny Memories. Tutor for the hobby club
Clare Money at A9 Art Studio. Speaker for the art appreciation group
Anna Leigh vocal studio. Contracted to produce the on-line spring concert.

Community partners
•
•
•

VODA
Helix Arts
TWAM

Examples of activites pre-Covid 19

What was planned for engAGE+
Community chat groups with VODA
VE Day Tea Dance
Beamish Day Trip
Forever Dance – seated exercise
Remembering the past talk - Easter
Remembering the past talk - Summer Holidays

These activities were in the programme as
lockdown started, with tickets selling well and
enthusiasm building for engAGE+ events and
social gatherings. EngAGE+ was starting to
build it’s own identity within the wider engAGE
programme.
However, COVID19 changed all that and the
whole engAGE programme had to move on-line.

How the engAGE programme adapted to Covid restrictions during lockdown
As soon as lockdown restrictions were in place a ZOOM account was opened to enable on-line learning
and a private Facebook group, called engAGE@HOME, was set up. It was widely acknowledged that
these were unprecedented times and it was important to be able to support engAGE members
however possible.

Getting engAGErs on-line during early lockdowns.
Many engAGErs are now confident on-line use and regularly drop into zoom sessions as part of today’s
wider engAGE offer.

How the engAGE programme adapted when Covid restrictions were lifted
There was a mix of people desperate to come back to experience in person activities as well as those
still wanting to stay indoors and feel safe. The engAGE programme adapted by bringing back activities
with covid-safe procedures in place, including a pre booking system to ensure safe numbers in rooms.
Linksill Centre operated a staggered approach to resuming on-site activities during 2020 and 2021,
bringing different groups in gradually to create a positive and confident return to centre-use. EngAGE
sessions were some of the first to return, giving engAGErs the time and space to develop confidence
slowly as other centre groups gradually returned.

Resuming centre-based sessions was
trialled with engAGE members first, as
Linskill Centre’s most familiar community.

What participants think of the engAGE programme
Two online evaluations in November 2020 and October 2021 highlight the benefit of the engAGE
programme on keeping people socially active in the community.

“I have been involved from the start with
EngAGE and it has grown from strength to
strength. The variety of activities, ability to
respond to feedback and ideas from
members has kept it fresh and it provides a
brilliant service especially since the
pandemic”

“It’s more that I noticed, since COVID
stopped me coming to Linskill, that my
emotional well-being and general mental
health has suffered. I hadn’t realised how
much Charly and Linskill has improved my
general well-being, being part of a group
of fellow crafters has been a support to
me”

“Everyone is so welcoming and cheerful. The courses are varied and you are kept in touch on a regular
basis”
“I felt a sense of being connected - hugely important at any time but especially so in lockdown”
“I have attended lots of various sessions & had the opportunity to learn new skills. I've met lots of
lovely people some who are now friends”
“Getting to know people better keeps me connected to and rooted in my community”
“It has given me confidence in my every day activities and I’ve enjoyed the social interaction”

“I became aware of activities at the Linskill Centre
towards the end of 2019 and the sessions I’ve attended
since then have been good for mental and physical
welfare during 2020’s lockdown and tiers. I hadn’t done
anything via Zoom until the Tai Chi sessions, but it was
great to have that availability when so many other
aspects of life had come to a complete halt.”

“At times engAGE has been a lifesaver especially during the lockdowns”
“Helped me immensely after I retired from my lifelong career”

EngAGE members was asked what engAGE meant to them. The following is a capture of their
comments.

One member generously commented:
“The team deserve an award for the effort they have made to provide such a good programme, in
normal times, but especially during Covid. The regular newsletters are clear, appealing and very
informative, really whets your appetite. They present Engage as an appealing project with something
for everyone and the staff make everyone so welcome, online or in person”.

